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Abstract—Hydrogen associated with Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) as the prime candidate energy
is becoming attention in transportation. However, the cost and the service lifespan are the main reasons that limit PEMFC
wide application. In this paper, the super-twisting sliding mode (STSM) controller is designed for a four-phase interleaved
boost converter (IBC) coupled with a PEMFC. The proposed controller can enhance the robustness of the output voltage
while reducing the PEMFC current overshoot as much as possible for protection under a certain limitation of the PEMFC
current ripple. The stability of the proposed controller is proved by the Lyapunov theorem. A typical proportionalintegral (PI) controller based on ac small-signal model is designed for further comparison and discussion. The
effectiveness of the STSM controller is further evaluated through experimental results obtained with a 1kW fuel cell
system based on a real-time hardware-in-the-loop system.
Keywords—Proton exchange membrane fuel cell, Interleaved boost converter, Fuel cells current, Super-twisting sliding
mode control.
1 Introduction
Fossil fuel as the major power source has been widely used in the field of infrastructure, transportation, economy and standard
of life for nearly hundreds of years. Today, the proportion of fossil fuels are still high. It is predicted that it will represent
approximately 75% of energy production in 2050 [1]. However, due to the shortage and emissions pollution of fossil fuel, many
sustainable energy sources, like wind, solar and hydrogen have been closely valued. Over the last two decades, vehicles have
become more fuel-efficient, especially hybrid electric vehicles are becoming more common. On the other hand, hydrogen is a
chemical energy carrier that can produce electricity up to 39.39 kWh/kg, which surpasses the energy density of most batteries
[2]. Hence, considering the benefits of its higher electricity production and zero-emission, hydrogen combined with FC would be
the main research interest in the future of vehicles.
Due to the voltage of a FC single cell is relatively low, it must be connected in series to form a stack, which would allow
getting appropriate output voltage. Indeed, a typical fuel cell stack is composed of hundreds of cells, such an amount of cells
would weaken the system reliability. Furthermore, because of nonlinear voltage-ampere characteristics, the FC output voltage
not only depends on the output current but could also be strongly affected by the load. Therefore, a DC/DC converter is mandatory
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to interface FC stack with DC bus. The voltage levels of electrical vehicles (EVs) are decided by the application within the
electrical powertrain. The voltage level 270V-540V is an attractive choice for most EVs by considering the transmission power
and the controllable current [3].
Among the most sort of FC, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) is a prime candidate for vehicle applications,
due to its characteristics of high energy conversion efficiency, low operation temperature and high power density [4,5]. It is worth
noting that many constraints limit the application of the PEMFC system. As for PEMFC, according to the U.S Department of
Energy (DOE) [6], PEMFC technologies face stringent cost and durability requirements for transportation applications. The
durability of PEMFC systems operating under automotive conditions should be required at least 5000 hours lifespan (150000
miles equivalent) with less than 10% loss of performance by the end of life. To obtain better performance for PEMFC during its
effective lifespan, some of the researches [7-9] have focused on exploring the maximum power point tracking for the PEMFC to
obtain the best performance. However, considering the durability of the PEMFC system, internal and external factors could affect
its lifespan. Internal factors mean some failures such as membrane break, cell flooding or drying, poisoning of the catalyst areas
and so on that could weaken the reliability of PEMFC. The PEMFC could be assumed as a black box in the situation of external
factors, some external characteristics that can indirectly affect the durability of the PEMFC like the current ripple, current
overshoot/undershoot and load change are needed to be researched. In this paper, the external factors are the research objects.
Theoretically, the standard boost converter is the cheapest and simplest selection for boosting voltage to the required voltage
level [10]. However, due to the lack of redundancy and unfriendly to output current ripple of PEMFC in the practical applications,
it would not be selected. For the DC/DC converter, the weight, size and efficiency of the DC/DC converter under the cost and
expected lifetime is the primary requirement. The converters that contain transformer has merits in high-voltage ratio, electrical
isolation and structural variability, however, it is a tradeoff choice for converter selection in PEMFC vehicle applications. Power
density, cost, size and weight all need to be considered, which make the transformer-based converter is not an attractive choice.
Among the different types of DC/DC converter used in the FC vehicle [11], the interleaved boost converter (IBC) is a better
choice. Due to its interleaved structure, not only the size of the current ripple for FC could be effectively reduced and the frequency
of the ripple could be increased several times, but also the stability of the PEMFC system could be guaranteed. Therefore, some
researches have been reported for IBC used in the PEMFC applications [12,13].
Nevertheless, it is not a straightforward task to design a controller for IBC with PEMFC when the output voltage and PEMFC
current are further considered. On the one hand, taking into account the existence of the non-minimum phase feature in the
transfer function from duty cycle to the output voltage, the transfer function contains ac small-signal model, The parameters of
the latter have a highly uncertain degree. Some studies [14] that design a double-loop controller based on the proportional-integral
(PI) algorithm could solve this issue and the PI controller also has a wide range of applications due to its mature designing process
for parameters [15,16]. On the other hand, sliding control is another method used in converters because of its strong robustness
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[17-19], in particular, super-twisting sliding mode (STSM) control is a central issue in recent years, because it reduces the
chattering compared with traditional sliding mode control (TSMC) in most cases [20]. Authors of [21] use TSMC in a boost
converter to minimize the inrush current with DC power. In Ref [22], TSMC is employed by adding a delay-time block to
eliminate the chattering in four-phase IBC with super-capacitors. The STSM controller is applied in a flyback converter with
verification by using DC power, which is shown in [23]. Ref [24] realized the application of the STSM controller to a boost
converter with PEMFC. In Ref [25,26], the STSM controller is used by combing with other controllers to floating interleaved
boost convert (FIBC) with DC power. The detailed applications of STSM and TSMC are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 - Comparisons of different related studies
Literature

Converter Type

Controller Type

Application Filed

Verification tool

[21]

Boost

TSMC

N/A

DC power

[22]

Four-phase IBC

TSMC

Electric vehicles

Super-Capacitors

[23]

Flyback

STSM control

FC applications

DC power

[24]

Boost

STSM

FC applications

PEMFC

[25, 26]

FIBC

STSM control

FC applications

DC power

From observing Table 1, although the STSM controller has been employed to the DC-DC converter in the FC application,
there is no research focusing on STSM control used in IBC by further considering its influences on FC current ripple and
overshoot. Besides, how to balance the robustness in output voltage and performance in FC current brought by STSM controller
is also an attractive topic.
In this paper, the STSM controller is designed for a four-phase IBC used with PEMFC, in the meanwhile, the following
condition should be considered: (i) 10% limitation of PEMFC current ripple; (ii) smaller PEMFC current overshoot and
undershoot; (iii) better robustness for output voltage. As a comparison, the PI controller is also designed based on ac small-signal
model. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) Robust control of the interleaved boost converter by using STSM controller for PEMFC.
(2) The design of STSM controller by considering the performance of PEMFC current.
(3) The experimental validation based on a real-time hardware-in-the-loop system (dSPACE1104) under disturbance rejection
and voltage tracking is conducted by using PEMFC to verify the effectiveness of the designed STSM controller.
This paper is organized as follows: The mathematical model of PEMFC and four-phase IBC are derived in Section 2. In
Section 3, the STSM controller proved by Lyapunov function the typical PI controller based on ac small-signal model are designed.
A detailed description of the test bench is introduced in Section 4. Experimental results and discussion are expressed in Section
5. Finally, the major results are summarized in the Conclusion.
2 The PEMFC system modeling
2.1 PEMFC stack modeling and analysis
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As a kind of primary energy source, hydrogen associated with PEMFC is widely employed in industrial applications,
especially in vehicles. Essentially, PEMFC is an electrochemical device that converts chemical energy into electrical energy.
Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the PEMFC stack. The reactions that occur at the anode and the cathode respectively can
be expressed as [27]:
Anode: 2 H 2  4 H   4e-

(1)

Cathode: O2  4 H   4e-  2 H 2O  heat

(2)

There are four main layers involved in the PEMFC stack which are flow field plate, cathode gas diffusion, catalyst and
proton exchange membrane (PEM) [28]. The hydrogen gas passes through the gas diffusion layer, in the meanwhile, most of
them could undergo an oxidation reaction in the effect of catalyst, which is described by (1). Oxygen gas reacts with hydrogen
ions and electrons in the cathode, which given by (2).

Fig. 1 - The schenmatic diagram of PEMFC

Precise modeling for PEMFC needs to consider the joint of the multi-domain such as electrochemistry, fluid mechanics and
thermal [14]. Besides, these modeling usually require lots of data as the foundation. Because of the requirements of higher
dynamic characteristics in DC-DC converters, most of these modeling are relatively complex and do not suit the field where
PEMFC needs to be combined with a DC-DC converter. In this paper, a simple electrical dynamic model was simulated based
on the equivalent electric circuit shown in Fig. 2 by considering some assumptions, the interested readers can refer to [14, 29].

Fig. 2 - Equivalent circuit of a monomer PEMFC
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The brief introduction of the methodology in [29] is recalled below. The equivalent equation of a monomer PEMFC can be
expressed in (3).
Vcell  ENerst  vact  vohm  vtrans

(3)

where ENerst is Nerst voltage. Activation loss, ohmic loss and transportation loss correspond to vact , vohm and vtrans
respectively. In (3), each variable has its expression where the parameters could be found in the actual datasheet of the used
PEMFC. Furthermore, the voltage of the PEMFC stack can be obtained, which is shown in (4).
Vin  n Vcell

(4)

The PEMFC used in this paper is produced by BALLARD and the product number is Nexa™ (310-0027), as shown in Fig.
3(a). And the specific parameters can be found in Table. VI.

Fig. 3 - (a) The photo of BALLARD FC, (b) The polarization curves of BALLARD stack

Three curves are revealed in Fig. 3(b), which are voltage from the datasheet, measuring voltage and model simulated. The
experimental test consisted of connecting the Ballard FC directly to a programmable electronic load, and measuring the FC output
voltage and current while increasing the load consumption. The curves of simulated voltage and voltage from the datasheet have
a higher similarity, which means that the PEMFC model restores the polarization curve of the BALLARD stack. However, it
should be noted that the curve of measuring voltage still has a large deviation by comparing with the two mentioned curves. The
specific performance is that the measuring voltage is smaller than the voltage from the datasheet in the same value of the current.
There are many reasons could cause this phenomenon, such as environmental factor or service life. In our research, this
phenomenon can be ascribed to long service using. Because of the long-time using (nearly ten years), the performance of the FC
stack has dropped severely.
2.2 Four-phase interleaved boost converter modeling
The interleaved boost converter can be regarded as the multiple standard boost converter that is shown in Fig. 4(a) connected
in parallel. Benefiting from its interleaved structure, Some merits could be obtained:
(1) smaller current stress for switches and diodes;
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(2) smaller inductance volume under the same power;
(3) better fault-tolerant ability;
(4) better inhibition of input current ripple.
The proposed four-phase IBC is shown in Fig. 4(b). Only Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM) is considered in this paper.
Four inductors Li (i  1 to 4) , four power diodes Di (i  1 to 4) , four power switches Ti (i  1 to 4) and one capacitor C are
contained in this topology. Gi (i  1 to 4) are the drive signals for the four switches. Since each switch has two states: open and
close, there will be sixteen work states in total. To simplify the analysis, the open state of any switch is “0”, inversely, the close
state corresponds to “1”. For example, M1000 means the work state with T1 closed and other switches open, as shown in Fig.
4(c). Thus, FC charges L1 where its current increase linearly, and supports the energy to the load by combining L2 , L3 and
L4 . Following Kirchhoff's law, the equation of inductor and capacitor could be listed in (5).

Fig. 4 - (a) The standard boost converter (b)The topology of four-phase IBC, (c)Work state M1000

 diL1 (t )
 L1 dt  vin (t )

diL 2(3，4) (t )

 vout (t )  vin (t )
 L2(3，4)
dt

 dvout (t ) 4
v (t )
  iLi (t )  out
C
dt
R
i2


(5)

di (t )(i  1 to 4) is the duty cycle and corresponding, the opening time of each switch could be obtained di (t )TS . According

to the working principle of the four-phase IBC, Ts 4 shift angle should exist between every two adjacent phases and the duty
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cycle of each phase should keep at the same value. Combining all the possible sixteen work states, only eight work states can
appear in one period. According to the sum of all duty cycles, the actual operation of four-phase IBC could be divided into four
situations, which are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 - Four operation situations of four-phase IBC
Condition

Work states

Sit. 1

0  d1 (t )  d2 (t )  d3 (t )  d 4 (t )  1

M1000→M0000→M0100→M0000→M0010→M0000→M0001→M0000

Sit. 2

1  d1 (t )  d2 (t )  d3 (t )  d 4 (t )  2

M1000→M1100→M0100→M0110→M0010→M0011→M0001→M1001

Sit. 3

2  d1 (t )  d2 (t )  d3 (t )  d 4 (t )  3

M1011→M1001→M1101→M1100→M1110→M0110→M0111→M0011

Sit. 4

3  d1 (t )  d2 (t )  d3 (t )  d 4 (t )  4

M0111→M1111→M1011→M1111→M1101→M1111→M1110→M1111

The drive waveforms Gi can be obtained by comparing duty cycle vcon _ i (i  1 to 4)

and triangle waveforms

vtri _ i (i  1 to 4) . As Fig. 5 shows the drive waveforms of Sit. 4, two adjacent drive waveforms have an interval time TS 4 ,

which means t1  t2  t3  t4  t5  t6  Ts 4 . And in Sit.4, due to the large duty cycle of each switch, there are at least three
switches closed simultaneously in one period.

Fig. 5 - Illustrated waveforms of Sit. 4

To obtain the average state-space model of four-phase IBC and further design an effective controller, it is necessary to assume
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the same duty cycle vconi  d (t ) among the different phases in the converter. Then the activation time of specific work states in
different situations could be calculated. Table 3 shows the activation time of Sit. 4.
Table 3 - Activation time of Sit. 4
Model

Duration

Activation time

M1111

t2  t3  t4  t5  t6  t7  t8  t9

TS [d (t )  3 4]

M0111/M1011/M1101/M1110

t1  t2  t3  t4  t5  t6  t7  t8

TS [1  d (t )]

Actually, the same average state-space model of four-phase IBC could be calculated by combining the activation time and
the equation of work states in different situations, which is:
1  d (t )
1
 diLi
 dt   L vout  L vin

i
i

4
dv
1

d
(
t
)
1
 out 
iLi 
vout


C i 1
RC
 dt

(6)

where iLi , vin and vout means the average value in one period. The average value x always contains a DC component X
and an AC component xˆ(t ) .
2.3 The study of the PEMFC current ripple
As mentioned before, the current ripple iin is an important factor affecting the service lifespan and working efficiency of
the FC stack. Normally, the value of the PEMFC stack current between the maximum and the minimum is defined as the current
ripple iin . Besides, due to the topology of interleaved boost converter, the FC stack current iin equals the sum of inductors
currents iLi , based on that, (7) could be derived
4
diin
di
  Li
dt i 1 dt

(7)

To simplify the analysis, assuming Li  L , then applying (7) to derive the expression of iin , a piecewise function could be
obtained [10]:
 voutTS
 L d (t )[1  4d (t )]

 voutTS [d (t )  1 ][2  4d (t )]

4
I in   L
 voutTS [d (t )  1 ][3  4d (t )]
 L
2
v T
3
out
S

[d (t )  ][4  4d (t )]
 L
4

1
4
1
1
 d (t ) 
4
2
1
3
 d (t ) 
2
4
3
 d (t )  1
4
0  d (t ) 

(8)

Making normalized to (8) by assuming voutTS L as a coefficient, the relationship between Iin L (voutTS ) and d (t ) could
be shown in Fig. 6. To better comparing the current ripple in the IBC, other topologies such as one, two and three-phase IBC are
considered in Fig. 6. From observing Fig. 6, the normalized I in not only decreases significantly with the number of phases but
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also equal to zero at a certain duty cycle, which would also benefit the FC stack.

Fig. 6 - Normalized current ripple with the duty cycle

In this paper, four-phase IBC is chosen to apply with FC stack. On the one hand, more phases mean additional switches and
diodes are involved, which would cost more and increase the controller complexity. Yet, what cannot be ignored are the benefits
brought by the four-phase converter. First, as above mentioned, the current ripple would decrease with the number of phases,
which is good for extending the lifespan of the FC stack. Second, four-phase could bring a higher power efficiency compared
with two or three phases [30]. Last, more-phase IBC would provide better fault-tolerant ability.
3 Controller Design
As mentioned in section 1, an effective method to solve the non-minimum phase of IBC is to transfer the direct voltage control
to indirect voltage control by using the inductor current track. In other words, a two-loop control system should be adopted to
avoid the issue of unstable output voltage. A two-loop nonlinear controller based on the STSM algorithm is designed for fourphase IBC thoroughly in this section. In addition, the PI as a typical linear algorithm is chosen as a comparison.
3.1 STSM controller design
Fig. 7 shows the two-loop controller based on the STSM algorithm. It contains a slow voltage loop, a fast current loop and
the control target. For the proposed STSM control, three main procedures are necessary for design: (i) Current loop design and
stability proof; (ii) Solving the transfer function of the current closed-loop; (iii) Voltage loop design and stability proof.

Fig. 7 - The STSM control for four-phase IBC

Step 1:
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The objective of the current loop control is that forcing measuring inductor current iLi follows the reference current I ref
generated from the voltage controller ( VST ). The STSM control law for the current loop ( I STi ) can be defined:
t

ui     i sgn( Si )dt  i | Si |1/ 2 sgn( Si )

(9)

0

where sgn(.) is sign function, Si  iLi  I ref is sliding surface, i and  i are the designed controller parameters ( i  1 to 4
). Take the derivative of S i , the following equation can be obtained by assuming the same inductor value.

Si   i

vout
L

t

 sgn(S )dt  
i

0

i

vout
v v
| Si |1/ 2 sgn( Si )  in out
L
L

(10)

In order to convenient stability proof, some meaningful substitutions can be employed:  (t)   vin  vout  L , k1   vout i  L
, k2    vouti  L , x  Si and y     vout i  L   sgn( Si )dt   vin  vout  L . Afterwards, (10) could be rewritten as:
0
t

1/ 2
 x  k1 | x | sgn( x)  y

 y  k2 sgn( x)   (t)

(11)

A candidate Lyapunov function is established to certificate the stability of (10), which is:
V ( x, y)   T P
2
1  4k  k1

T
2
where   1 ,  2    x sgn( x), y  , P  
2  k1
1/2

(12)

k1 
. First, the established Lyapunov function satisfies V (0,0)=0 ,
2 

then V ( x, y ) can be proved as a positive-definite matrix if k2  0 due to its expansion 4k2 x 2  (k1 x  y)2  y 2 . Afterwards,
the derivative of 

can be obtained:   1  1 ( A  B )  , where

1
 k 2 1 2
T
A 1
, B  0 1 ,   x 2  .

0
 k2

Furthermore, V ( x, y ) could be derived by combining the above calculations.
T
1     A P  PA PB    

0   
1    BT P
T

V ( x, y ) 

T
T

1      A P  PA PB    

 12 2  2 
  



T
0   
1     B P

T
2
T
1     A P  PA   C C
=
BT P
1   
1 T

 Q
T

1

where    ， C  1 0 and
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PB    

1   

(13)

-Q  AT P  PA   2 C T C  PBBT P
k13
k12

2
k
k




 1 2 2
4
=
2
k1 k1



2 2

k1 k12 

2 2

k1
 1 
2


(14)

It can be easily known that V ( x, y ) is a negative-definite matrix when Q is positive, so the condition that satisfies positive
property for Q is k1  2, k2  k1  (4k1  8)  k1 (4k1  8) , after combining the relationship between k1 , k 2 and i ,  i ,
3

2

the final conditions that provide the stability of (10) are shown

i 

2L
,
Vout

i 

4 L2 2  i 2Vout 2
2 2 L3

4Vout（iVout  2 L) iVout 2 (iVout  2 L)

(15)

Step 2:
The transfer function of the current closed-loop needs to be calculated. The equivalent control law ueq can be derived by
letting Si  diLi dt  I ref =0 .
ueq  1 

LI Lref  vin
vout

(16)

Assuming all phases inductor currents are the same and substituting (16) into the last equation of (6), the new equation could
be obtained:

dvout 4iL vin vout 4iL LI ref



dt
Cvout RC Cvout

(17)

The reference current I ref can be obtained by letting derivatives in (17) equal zero.

I ref 

Vout2
4 RVin

(18)

Expand (17) by using AC component and DC component of each corresponding variable around the reference current I ref ,
the following AC equation can be obtained:

Vout

dvˆout 4 I L vˆin  4Vin iˆL 2Vout vˆout LVout2 diˆL



dt
C
RC
RCVin dt

(19)

Apply Laplace transform to the last equation of (19), the transfer function of the current closed-loop can be derived.
Gvi

where: a 

4Vin
,
CVout

b

LVout
,
CRVin

vin (s)0

c



vout (s)
4 RVin 2  LVout2 s
a  bs


iL (s) RCVinVout s  2VinVout
sc

2
.
RC

Step 3:
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(20)

Observing equation (20) and Fig. 7, the current closed-loop is considered as an equivalent plant when designing the voltage
loop controller, I ref is input and vout is output. The following equation can be obtained based on (20).

vout  cvout  aI ref  bI ref

(21)

Note that (21) is one order system, applying the STSM algorithm for voltage loop, the sliding surface is S0  vout  Vref and
control law is
t

I ref     0 sgn( S0 )dt  0 | S0 |1/ 2 sgn( S0 )
0

(22)

where  0 and 0 are the control parameters of the voltage loop. Furthermore, the derivative of the sliding surface S0 can be
obtained by denoting f  cvout  bI ref .

S0  a0 s

12

sgn(s)  a0  sgn(s)dt  f

(23)

The progress of stability proof for (23) is similar with the current loop, which is still building the candidate Lyapunov function.
The following inequality can be obtained from the proving process.

0 

where

Vref C
2Vin

0 

,

8Vin3 03  (2VinVref2 C 2 0  Vref3 C 3 )12
8Vin2 0 (4Vin 0  2Vref C )

(24)

f  1 .

From the above calculations and analyses, four parameters need to be designed:  i , i for the current loop and  0 , 0
for the voltage loop. Besides, there are also four parameters k1 , k2 and k 3 , k4 that are responsible for the stability proof
respectively. To obtain the suitable parameters for the controller, for example, like the current loop, the new parameters 1 ,  2
are introduced.

i

vout
v
 1  ,  i out  2
L
L

(25)

Based on some researches [31, 32], 1  1.5, 2  1.1 is a tradeoff selection to meet the demands of stability and rapidity
for converters. In this way, the following parameters can be obtained: i  0.1, i  200 for the current loop and

0  0.05, 0  100 for the voltage loop.
3.2 PI controller design
A double-loop PI controller is proposed as a comparison. The prerequisites of the PI controller is to derive the small-signal
model of researched converter. After that, the transfer function ( Gvd ) of the duty cycle to the output voltage and transfer function
( Gid ) of the duty cycle to the inductor current could be obtained by Laplace transform. Last, the controller parameters can be
solved by some methods like pole placement and bode diagram.
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Fig. 8 - The diagram of PT control structure for the IBC

Fig. 8 shows the PT control for the IBC, two loops are contained in this structure. The small-signal model of four-phase IBC
can be derived by expanding (6) using their corresponding DC and AC components and ignoring the high order item.

Vout ˆ
1 D
1
d ˆ
 dt iLi (t )   L vˆout (t )  L d (t )  L vˆin (t )

i
i
i

4
4
 d vˆ (t )  1  D iˆ (t )  1 vˆ (t )  dˆ (t ) I


Li
out
Li
 dt out
C i 1
RC
C i 1

(26)

where D is the DC component of the duty cycle d (t ) . Then the transfer function Gid ( s) and Gvd ( s ) can be obtained by
making Laplace transform to (26) and assuming Li  L , iLi =iL simultaneously to design the converter conveniently.


V
iˆL ( s)
CRs  2
 in 
Gid ( s)  ˆ
2
2
1

D
d (s)
LCRs  Ls  4 1  D  R


 s  1
G ( s)  vˆout ( s)  Vin 
2
 vd
ˆ
RC

s2   s  1
d (s)
1  D 


(27)

2
where   L 4R 1  D   .



The common designed process is that the fast current loop compensator should be determined to follow the reference variable
from the slow voltage loop compensator. Due to the different response speeds between the current loop and the voltage loop, the
current closed-loop could be seen as “1” when designing the voltage loop compensator. The compensator of the voltage loop and
the current loop can be expressed as: Gcv ( s)  K Pv  K Iv s and Gci ( s)  K Pi  K Ii s respectively.
The parameters selection of the PI controller could be used by the open-loop bode diagram to analyze. On the one hand, two
following conditions should be satisfied: (i) the gain margin (GM) should be higher than 0db; (ii) the phase margin (PM) should
be higher than 45⁰. On the other hand, the selected parameters should guarantee a good tradeoff among rapidity, tracking and
disturbance rejection. In order to optimize the selected parameters, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [33,34] as a computational
method that optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate solution about a given measure of quality. Besides,
for a fair comparison, the same conditions should be guaranteed in all experimental tests. Finally, the PI controller parameters
can be obtained as: K Pi  0.3, K Ii  65 for the current loop and K Pv  0.5, K Iv  25 for the voltage loop.
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4 Description of the experimental system
The testbench was built to perform the experiments and verify the effectiveness of controllers, which is shown in Fig. 9. It
consists of: (1) the Ballard FC stack, (2) the interleaved DC-DC converter and electronic load, (3) the circuit of drive signal
generating and amplification.

Fig. 9 - Experiment test bench. (a) the overall picture of the experiment test bench, (b) the Ballard FC stack, (c) the circuit for drive signal
generating and amplification, (d) the interleaved DC-DC converter and electronic load
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The specific parameters of the Ballard FC stack are shown in Table 4. The used Ballard FC stack is composed of many cells
to reach rated power of 1200W. Its operating output voltage range from 22V to 50V and the rated voltage is 26V. It is noted that
an additional power source is necessary to supply the electronic control system of the FC stack when it starts up or shut down.
Besides, the maximum power of the FC stack is limited below 1000W for protection.
Table 4 - Specifications of Ballard FC stack
Items

Requirement

Definition

Quantity

Rated power

Capacity at standard conditions

1200W

Voltage at rated power

26V

Operating voltage range

22V to 50V

Dimensions

LxWxH

56*25*33cm

Mass

Total system mass

13kg

Water

Water produced at rated power

870 mL/hr

Purity

Lowest acceptable concentration of hydrogen

99.99% H2 (vol)

Pressure

Allowable range of inlet supply pressure2

70 – 1720 kPa(g)

Consumption

Maximum fuel consumption at Rated Power

<18.5 SLPM

Maximum acceptable current ripple at 120 Hz,

24.7% RMS

with respect to average DC net output current

35% peak-peak

Voltage

Allowable range of input voltage

18V to 30V

Power

Maximum power draw during start-up

60W

Power
voltage

Physical

Fuel

Power Conditions

Current ripple

DC power supply

The DC-DC converter used in the experiments has the ability of six phases as an interface to connect the FC stack with the
DC bus. It contains six IGBTs (IXGAN120N60A3D1), six diodes (BYV541V-200), six inductors and two parallel capacitors.
The first four phases are employed in this paper and its overall power efficiency can reach 83%-85% after testing. It is noted that
the maximum frequency of the selected IGBT model is 5kHz. Theoretically, the best appropriate inductor value can be calculated
by using (8) based on 10% current ripple and 5kHz switching frequency:

 Lto 48V =  vout TS  I in  [d (t )  0.25][2  4d (t )]

 Lto 70V   vout TS  I in  [d (t )  0.5][3  4d (t )]

(28)

The range of 0.3mH-0.35mH for inductor can be obtained from (28), however, 1mH inductor is selected by considering the
available inductors in the lab, which would satisfy the minimum requirement for inductor further and decrease the current ripple
simultaneously. Besides, there are six current sensors (LA55-P) to measure each inductor current and one voltage sensor (LV25P) to grasp the output voltage. These sensors could transform the large electronic signals into suitable signals (-10V to 10V) for
dSPACE1104. The nominal parameters of the DC-DC converter are listed in Table 5. In the actual experiment, the first four
phases are chosen to constitute IBC. The model of the used electronic load is C100-100-2K, and its maximum power is 2kW.
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The maximum limitation of voltage and current are 100V and 100A respectively. The current absorbed by the electronic load can
be set directly through the supervisor PC.
Table 5 - Nominal parameters of the research converter
Items

Parameters Value

Output voltage Vout

40V ~ 70V

Inductor L1-4

1mH (up to 18A)

Output Capacitor C

6600uF

Working Frequency

5kHz

IGBT

VCES

ICE _ max

Frequency

IXGN120N60A3D1

600V

120 A(110o )

Up to 5kHz

Diode

I F (RMS )

I F ( AV )

VRRM

BYV541V-200

100A

50A

200V

Current sensor

LA55-P

Conversion ratio
1:1000
Conversion ratio
Voltage sensor

LV25-P
2500:1000

The circuit of drive signal generating and amplification contains three parts: dSPACE1104, FPGA EPC12Q240C8 and the
drive amplification board. The whole generating and amplification process of drive signals can be briefly summarized: First,
dSPACE1104 could produce four PWM signals no shifted after the effect of the designed controller by using the signals collected
from current and voltage sensors. Then, the no shifted PWMs are transferred to FPGA which is mainly responsible for producing
shifts between two adjacent PWM signals. Last, the widely used drive board (ARCAL2108 and 2SC0108T2G0-17) could amplify
four shifted PWMs to satisfy the requirements for driving IGBT correctly. The specific process of PWM generating is shown in
Fig. 10(a), and the PWM signals after dSPACE and FPGA are shown in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(c) respectively.

Fig. 10 – (a)The process of generating shifted PWMs for IGBT, (b)PWMs after dSPACE, (c)PWMs from FPGA
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5 Experimental results and discussion
For further verification of the designed controllers for four-phase IBC with FC stack, the experiments based on hardware in
the loop platform are performed. Considering the available resources of dSPACE1104 after using six AD inputs and four PWM
outputs, the sampling time is set to 1 8 106 s for the current loop, which is 10 times faster than the voltage loop.

Fig. 11 - Experimental results based PI controller. (a) output voltage with load change, (b) voltage and current of FC stack with load change,
(c) output voltage with reference change, (d) voltage and current of FC stack with reference change

Fig. 11 shows the experimental results based PI controller. The performance of output voltage & output current and FC
voltage and FC current after load variations are shown in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) respectively. As a comparison, the same
experiments have been performed by using the STMC controller, which is shown in Fig. 12. From observing Fig. 11(a) and Fig.
12(a), the output voltage could maintain at preset voltage 48V when load variations occur, two enlarged detailed figures in
Fig.11(a) and Fig. 12(a) correspond to the load disturbance of 150W and 250W respectively. The output voltage tracking a
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variable reference voltage is checked in Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 12(c). The voltage and current of the FC stack are also measured in
the meantime, which are shown in Fig. 11(d) and Fig. 12(d).

Fig. 12 - Experimental results based STSM controller. (a) output voltage with load change, (b) voltage and current of FC stack with load
change, (c) output voltage with reference change, (d) voltage and current of FC stack with reference change.

From observing and comparing the output voltage between the two different controllers in Fig. 11(a, c) and Fig. 12(a, c), both
controllers can maintain stability and guarantee to track the output voltage. However, the two controllers show different
performances in specific experiments. The quantitative performances of the output voltage are listed in Table 6.
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Table 6 - Quantitative performances of the output voltage
Response time
Controllers

Response time

Voltage overshot

Voltage undershoot

250W power rise

Vref  65V

Vref  50V

150W power drop

PI controller

2.1s

1.8s

7.38%

5%

STSM controller

0.29s

1.2s

3.08%

8%

From Table 6, the following conclusions could be obtained: (i) STMC controller has a faster response time that could be
shortened by 86% and 34% respectively than PI controller; (ii) The voltage ripple could be alleviated largely by using STSM
controller when load change; (iii) STSM controller has better inhibition in voltage overshoot (4.38% promotion), however, PI
controller has 3% superiority in undershoot when reference voltage varies. All in all, the STSM controller has great advantages
in disturbance rejection and shows a close effect with the PI controller in voltage overshoot and undershoot inhibition when
reference voltage changes.
Table 7 lists the quantitative performances of the FC current ripple by comparing the different controllers shown in Fig. 11(b,
d) and Fig. 12(b, d). FC stack current is the main parameter that not only affects the value of FC stack voltage but also plays a
vital role to influence the FC lifespan. Specifically, two factors are necessary to be considered in FC stack current: current ripple
and current overshoot. As mentioned before, 10% limitation for FC current ripple is tradeoff value to consider the lifespan of FC,
which has been considered when designing the inductor, and the limitation is also good to the controller parameter selection and
the working state of FC. As for the current overshoot and undershoot, although no research or work has a clear restriction, limiting
the FC current overshoot and undershoot to as small as possible value is significant to maintain the best operational performance
for the FC stack. Because the large current overshoot and undershoot maybe cause false protection in the FC stack when its
current exceeds the maximum current protection value in a short time.
Table 7 - The quantitative performances of the FC current ripple
Current ripple

Current overshot

Current undershoot

Iin  20 A

Vref  65V

Vref  50V

PI controller

0.3A

16.8A

7.1A

STSM controller

0.8A

8.2A

6.2A

Item

Based on Table 7, in terms of the FC current ripple suppression, when the FC current is 20A, the PI controller shows a slight
advantage over the STSM controller (0.3A vs 0.8A), which are all acceptable. First, 1.5% for PI and 4% for STSM current ripple
are satisfied the requirement of 10% FC current ripple. Then, the reason for this situation is the chattering effect brought by the
sliding mode [35]. Although the STSM as a higher-order sliding mode could weaken the chattering effect largely in some
applications [20], it cannot be eliminated thoroughly. In terms of FC current overshoot and undershoot, the STSM controller
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could significantly reduce overshoot and undershoot compared with the PI controller in the condition of the variable reference
voltage.
Combing the performance of two controllers in output voltage and FC stack current, the STMC controller is more suitable for
the FC vehicle applications. The STSM controller shows strong robustness, especially in faster response time and better
overshoot/undershoot inhibition effect. Although some deficiencies such as FC current ripple suppression are existed compared
to the PI controller, its performance is acceptable and still satisfies the demand of FC stacks.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, the STSM controller was designed by considering the robustness of the output voltage and the performance of
the PEMFC current. The following control targets were obtained: stable output voltage, strong robustness of the output voltage,
sharing PEMFC current evenly, 10% limitations of the PEMFC current ripple and inhibition of PEMFC current. First, a simple
electronic model of PEMFC based on previous research was introduced and a precise average state-space model of four-phase
IBC based on the analysis of all possible work states were designed. Then the STSM controller proved by Lyapunov's stability
theory was designed by considering all requirements. Last, a PEMFC system with four-phase IBC was built to verify the
effectiveness of the controllers by using dSPACE and FPGA boards.
In sum, the designed STSM controller shows strong robustness in response time for the load disturbance and
overshoot/undershoot inhibition for FC current compared with the PI controller, which is good for extending the lifespan of the
FC stack and providing the stable operation of the FC system. Although the FC current ripple would increase slightly by using
the STSM controller compared to the PI controller, it is acceptable and still meets the limitation of the current ripple below 10%.
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